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For a sound job, always choose an ISCE member

Keeping industry standards high

Our Register of Members can 
be found on www.isce.org.uk

For more information 
call +44 (0)118 9542175 or 
email info@isce.org.uk

The UK professional 
body for sound system 
designers, professional 
installers and consultants.

Members are bound by 
a code of conduct and 
promote the highest 
technical standards



We welcome your 
contribution to the 
magazine with editorial and 
advertising. Please send 
news or articles to Ros

Events diary
13–14 June 2012
ABTT Theatre Show –  
London, UK

21 June 2012
Using Social Media for 
Business Training –  
Watford, UK

10 July 2012
Principles of Networking 
Training – Watford, UK

9–12 September 2012
PLASA Show –  
London, UK

3–4 October 2012
xSolutions 2012 –  
London, UK

14–15 November 2012
IoA Reproduced Sound – 
Brighton, UK

Wow! What a month or so 
ahead. I hope at least some 
of our members and 
supporting members got a 
look in, regarding the 
Queen’s jubilee pageant  
and the Olympics.

I do know that the pageant 
has attracted many a 
corporate company to  

hire systems for the day while they entertain (right 
royally) their better customers. In the case of banks, 
that will be us with overdrafts!

Looking especially at The Olympics, or to highlight  
my point, The British Olympics, I am saddened by  
the number of overseas companies who seemed to 
get a fairer share than ISCE members. I’m sure there 
is a very good reason, but it does baffle me. I’m easily 
baffled though.

Let us all pray that both events are without  
serious incident.

What did you think of the venue at Milton Keynes? 
Jury’s is an Irish group of hotels with a very good 
reputation. Personally I thought the hotel was 
excellent. But, please, do let me know your views.  
(At least it will prove someone reads this!)  
terry@baldwinboxall.co.uk 

Our thanks to all the speakers and exhibitors, and 
especially, once again, to ‘our’ Ros. Not a lot of folk 
realise how hard she works in her mahogany lined 
office with teas and coffees brought to her on the 
hour… every hour! Thank you Ros.

In previous rants, I’ve mentioned regional meetings. 
These were started in the south-east and proved to 
be a very interesting evening. In fact it has inspired 
one Kent member to seek new members in a very 
enlightening way. More on that in a few weeks.  
I have just returned from my ISCE travels to the 
glorious north-east. They are asking for a local  
AFILS course and a regional meeting. The former  
we can do. The latter they must do! (With a little  
help from their friends)

At ISCEx2012 a number of members were  
awarded fellowships; they were John Oliver, 
David Tyas and Andy Scott, who have all been 
stalwart Council members and served on different 
committees, all for the good of the ISCE. Fellowships 
are not given lightly, despite a few this time. 

I’m off to ensure my ISCE car sticker hasn’t been 
stolen. Is yours in place? ◆
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10 July 2012
Park Inn Hotel, Watford

Non-member £170
Member £145 

Three or more persons 
from the same company: 
10% off each individual fee 

All fees exclude VAT

Principles of 
networking

  Presenter: 
Mark Faulks MInstSCE 
BSc(Hons) MBCS

   Learn how networks operate 
and how to confi gure devices 
to connect to them.

As more AV devices become network 
enabled we need to ensure that we are 
up to speed on network technology.  

By attending this course, 
you will learn about the 
underlying technologies 
that drive a network, how 
to connect devices to them 
and how to identify and 
overcome common problems. 
You will also learn what 
information you need to 
obtain from and supply 
to IT departments to join 
your AV devices to an 
existing network.

Training Courses

2481_isce_networking_training_flyer_2.indd   1 18/04/2012   16:52

John Willett MInstSCE acquires Sound-Link

S ound-Link was established in 1992 by Roger 
Clemo as a professional audio equipment distributor 
and specialist distribution channel management  
for audio manufacturing businesses. Today, the 
company has evolved into a business that specialises 
in world-class products for the acquisition of  
sound and reference monitoring systems.

John Willett has been in the sound business for 
many years. He was with REW Pro-Audio in the late 
70s/early 80s and also freelanced at LBC Radio in 
London (Sunday Supplement programme) wnning 
the local radio prize in the UNDA festival of religious 
broadcasting in 1979. He joined Hayden Laboratories 
in 1985 and moved to Sennheiser UK in 
1990, staying with them until early 2010. 
He is also well known as a classical 
music recording engineer and owner  
of Circle Sound Services. 

John explains: “I have always 
considered Sound-Link’s product range 
to be in my top-5 list of the best on the 
market, and when the opportunity arose 
to purchase the business from Roger, I 
jumped at the chance. A bit like Victor 
Kyam ‘I liked the product so I bought 
the company’ – I loved the products so 

I bought the distribution company.” John continues: 
“My plan is to continue to build on the excellent work 
that Roger has done in the past to provide superb 
quality products to the professional audio market, 
combined with personal customer service and  
good back-up”.

Roger Clemo comments: “I am delighted to see the 
business I have built up pass into such a capable pair 
of hands. John’s excellent commercial background, 
backed up with many years of experience as an 
acclaimed classical recording engineer, will ensure  
a bright future for Sound-Link”. ◆
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Clive Sawkins MInstSCE celebrates BCS Global’s award

B CS Global Networks Limited, a leading worldwide 
provider of managed videoconferencing, 
telepresence and visual collaboration services has 
been awarded the title of ‘Telepresence Managed 
Service Provider of the Year 2011’ by European CEO.

This award validates BCS Global’s commitment 
to deliver innovative and easy-to-use managed 
telepresence services that accelerate the growth  
and use of telepresence video for intra and 
intercompany business applications.

The award winners’ media solutions provide 
an authentic and engaging digital platform for 
businesses to interact with clients and potential 
new business partners in a manner that allows for 
the simple communications of ideas. Through their 
advanced systems, BCS Global provide the next  
best thing to meeting in person.

“We are delighted by this industry recognition, and 
would like to thank European CEO for acknowledging 
BCS Global’s market leadership as a managed 
telepresence service provider of 2011,” said  
Clive Sawkins MInstSCE, CEO of BCS Global.  
“This accolade is of great significance to us.  
It recognises the business value that we provide  
to our customers as businesses begin to embrace 
B2B calling.” 

Announcing the award, Heléne Scholl, Editor-in- 
chief of European CEO said “Many congratulations  
to everyone at BCS Global, who are worthy  
winners of this award. The organisation provides  
a comprehensive range of hi-tech services and has 
proven itself to be a market leader in the ever-growing 
telepresence industry.” ◆
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Psychoacoustic analysis
The importance of listening to what we  
do, rather than looking at what we hear 
Joules Newell MInstSCE

O ur brain and ears work in ways far more advanced 
than any measurement or analysis system available 
today, yet so little is understood or published on how 
they work. All audio is eventually used by listeners 
using ears and a brain and understanding some of 
how our work is interpreted by them, is the difference 
between an average and a good audio engineer.  
This knowledge allows us the opportunity to spend 
our time working on the things that make a difference 
rather than fussing over things that the ears and  
brain will normally deal with.

We really have to understand our hearing and how  
it works in order to make the best of what we do.

How we hear

Our auditory senses are massively faster and more 
wide ranging than our visual senses, and unlike our 
vision, they continue to work whilst we sleep. The 
only action our eyes perform when asleep is to slowly 
detect change in light levels, just enough to know 
if it’s light or dark. It’s not often that a camera flash 
will wake a sleeping person, yet a gunshot (identical 
auditory stimulus) will not only wake a person, but  
will activate the fight or flight reflex.

Our brain is very impressive due to thousands of 
years of evolution. If we were asleep in the forest 
at night and there was a distinctive twig snapping 
sound, we may be in a situation where we are about 
to be killed, so it is vitally important to our survival that 
we act upon it. If our brain fails to detect and act, we 
fall out of the evolution chain and into the food chain.

Constantly, our brain monitors pressure at the ear 
at this exact instant, and compares it with pressure 
a fraction of a second ago. We then compare that 
to the sequence of what has gone before to piece 
together a pattern that we eventually recognise 
as a sound. But we have to extract it from other 
background noise that we have been constantly 
analysing and filing away as innocuous, and decide 
whether it is important. 

Whilst also calculating distance and direction from 
this, we then have to cross reference the sound 
against every sound we can remembe, to identify 

what it may be, in this case a twig snapping.  
Then we evaluate where we are now and decide 
immediately if it is a problem. Whilst all of this is 
going on we now exist at a later point in time once 
we have decoded it all as a twig snapping. Now we 
have to decide whether to act. If we know we are in 
a safe place we tend to react less to such sounds. 
If we recognise danger, fight or flight reflexes have 
kicked in, adrenalin is released and our brain has 
gone into hyper-speed. Our perception of time has 
slowed, decisions are being made in fractions of the 
normal times, muscles are at full power and we are 
out of there. If we make the correct decisions and 
movements all while being half asleep, we live for 
another day.

Frequencies and consistency of hearing

We must consider that our ears do not actually detect 
frequencies. That would be silly. Frequency is a ratio 
of pressure against time, and to detect this we must 
have a time reference. Time only exists in one place  
in our body, and that is in our memory, thus we can 
only perceive frequency once we reference current  
air pressure against what it was X,Y, and Z, periods  
of time ago. This requires a mental buffer, a portion  
of decaying memory long enough for us to build up  
a mental image of what we are hearing. How long  
this is and how it works - we have no idea.

As individuals, we can’t hear the same. No part of 
our body is perfectly symmetrical, so why each of our 
ears would be the same defies logic, yet somehow 
our brain conditions itself or learns to hear very well. 
As no two people are the same, it also stands to 
reason that no two people’s ears are the same. There 
is a vague consensus in audio discussion between 
individuals. General trends seem to be recognised, 
but there is also discord in many of the subtleties.
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What our brain actually does with the atmospheric 
pressure information it receives from our ears is still 
beyond our current comprehension. It is way beyond 
what any computer or analyser will be able to tell us 
for many years to come. It’s mind-boggling!

Time and space

Unlike our primary vision, our ears are sensitive 
to millisecond timing anomalies and infinitesimal 
pressure changes, yet our eyes have difficulty 
distinguishing between a series of static pictures 
being shown 15 times a second and full analogue, 
real-life, motion - (Early Quick-Time Movie). 

If we place two audio tracks, 5 or less milliseconds 
adrift from each other, we declare the result “horrible”. 
We loose the original stereo image if they are 
stereo tracks, yet a single feature film frame lasts 
a whopping 41.6 milliseconds and we declare the 
motion of that image to be “life-like” in terms of fluidity, 
despite the fact that nothing happens for a further 
41.6 milliseconds. Timing is critical in audio. We can 
detect differences of fractions of a millisecond, which 
has been essential in our survival by knowing where  
a threat is coming from. 

Our brain is permanently processing audio cues 
it receives from surface reflections around us. 
This allows us to navigate even when our vision is 
compromised. It is possible for a blind person to 
walk down a corridor without hitting the walls using 
hearing alone, the sound of their own footsteps 
is often cue enough to achieve this. We seem to 
deal with sound in two ways; the source material 
and the space we are in. So long as one does not 
obscure the other, we have a remarkably good ability 
to extrapolate the information we need. We also 
have a staggering ability to use an extraordinary 
number of simultaneous sources and position 
them in space relative to where they are, while still 
managing to separate them from the acoustic space 
they are in. An instrument will always sound like that 
instrument wherever it may be played. You cannot 
make a cello sound like bagpipes by putting it into 
a different acoustic space. Similarly you cannot 
make an acoustic space sound different by playing 
a different instrument in it. The church will not sound 
like the village hall just by playing drums instead of 
violins. All of this is because our brain is able to build 
up a signature of the actual space we are in and 
differentiate between this and the source material.  
We also tend to move our heads about constantly, 

even when relatively still. This really helps us to 
develop a better multidimensional picture of our 
surroundings - similar to how our 3D vision works.

Our ability to create a spatial signature of our 
surroundings often causes slight disturbance  
in people in tightly controlled acoustic environments 
like studio control rooms and anechoic chambers. 
People who are unaccustomed to such environments 
often feel anxiety. It is not unusual for people to 
request not to be left alone in anechoic chambers. 
The principle reason for this disturbance is a conflict 
of information, the total lack of reflections gives us the 
auditory cue as to being in a large free open space, 
yet our visual cue is confinement. While these spaces 
are unnatural they are often essential for critical 
analysis and separation of the pure source material 
from its surroundings. In the case of recordings where 
we are required to listen to the creation of an illusion 
of space or the reproduction of pre-existing special 
information within that recording, we have to remove 
any spatial colouration to hear what we are doing. 
In any environment where we want to synthesize 
or reproduce another acoustic space, we need to 
remove as much of the local space from the listening 
chain as possible. 

Robustness

We have a surprising ability to adapt to many 
anomalies, yet little tolerance of others. Lightly 
unbalanced reproduction system frequency 
responses in the final stages of the chain, tend not to 
bother us at all. So long as all the bandwidth we need 
is there somewhere, we can rapidly adapt to such 
things with ease, a matter of a few seconds and we 
have homed in on the balance and feel comfortable. 
Not so with a system with a poor time response. It will 
sound tiresome, intelligibility will be low, detail will be 
lost in the room acoustics and we begin to lose our 
ability to separate the source from the space as the 
time information begins to blend.

There are many things we see on simple analysers 
that our brain just doesn’t consider important. 
It processes them out of the equation as they 
are recognised as spurious or just a part of our 
surroundings, not the source. There are untold 
quantities of more things that our ear perceives that 
an analyser does not, and allows us the ability to hear 
what the analyser does not see, or ignore what it 
does see. This being the key fly in the ointment of  
our attempts to simply measure and equalise our ‣ 
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way to a good sound. The measurements may 
give us clues, but they contribute little towards the 
final result without a good pair of human ears and 
the power of a brain in the chain. It is of absolute 
importance that we listen to what we do rather than 
look at what we hear.

Application

Only once we have an understanding of HOW we 
hear things and how we deal with what we hear,  
can we create something that works well as a  
sound system.

Simple things such as contouring background 
music to slightly mirror speech response allows us 
to produce a less obtrusive environment, and keeps 
speech noise from ramping up as well. Correct 
balancing of a background system can be the 
difference between a comfortable environment  
and irritation.

Other things, like learning to worry about the things 
that do make a difference to the end users perception 
and ignore the things that don’t. Things like 
concentrating on getting a system right in the time 
domain so we have a coherent source, rather than 
fussing about the minor anomalies in the amplitude 
(frequency), domain which we are able to adjust to 
rather well. Engineers have often spent a lot of time 
fussing over frequency balances and equalisation 
where the results can be by-passed without any 
major loss and deemed to be of little advantage to  
the overall result - a greater waste of time than 
making sure the loudspeakers are well positioned.

It is often an oversight that nobody spent a moment 
listening to something objectively with their ears and 
brain and asked the right questions. We seem to be 
in a world where a plot, or number, from a machine is 
more acceptable as a measure of quality than the end 
user’s perception.

There seems to have been a fashion in recent 
years to stop listening to what we do and watch 
the wiggly line, yet nowhere has it been proven to 
produce better results than a well-trained pair of ears. 
Probably because any fool can buy a box of tricks 
that generates a number or a plot. It’s far harder  
and more expensive to find or train an experienced 
skilled professional.

The problem with promoting “listening to what 
you are doing” and using that as your primary final 
judgement in many applications is that laws and 
standards just can’t get a grip on it. It can’t be 
quantified therefore it can’t be regulated or controlled. 
Yet without the slightest doubt, a good sound 
engineer listening with care can always get a better 
result than a self EQ alignment algorithm or drawing 
an arbitrary target curve on an analyser with an 
equaliser. The reason for this is that you are using a 
massively more powerful and intelligent system when 
you are listening. To unlock this system all you have  
to do is learn to listen and use the tools you have.  
No end listener will ever require something to look 
right on their analyser. They want it to sound good. 
The only way to achieve this with any kind of certainty  
is to use the same reference as they are using. 

Probably the best final analysis tool for system 
verification, when the system was a speech 
reproduction system, was the Word Score Test.  
The concept was close to perfect, although  
probably it should be done in a representatively 
occupied space as well as an empty one.

Just because you can’t explain something or 
don’t fully understand it, does not mean it should 
be dismissed. For thousands of years man did 
not understand the principles of gravity (a force of 
attraction) but we did understand that in our world 
things fall down. Now we understand, with gravity 
things still fall down in our world, all past principles 
still apply. The advances that knowledge gave us are 
in areas beyond our normal world. Only when we 
have identified and decoded the neural programme 
that runs us, will we understand anything about how 
we hear with any kind of certainty. All we can do 
today is to observe what we see and hear, compare 
with others and try to understand how we react to 
stimulus. Until recently, despite thousands of years of 
science, the only thing we knew about any brain was 
that it could be delicious with gravy and potatoes

The psychoacoustic side of our work is fascinating. 
It has the potential to enable us to improve our work 
way beyond what things like micro analysing and 
tweak-head adjustment of wiggly lines can. Very  
little is understood about it all. There is plenty to  
play with and learn in that field. ◆ 
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John McDonald MInstSCE J M McDonald and Associates 
1948–2012

I  am sure many of you knew John, but maybe  
not his history and his early years. 

Born in 1948 in Inverness, he attended Inverness 
High School where his subjects included shorthand, 
typing and book-keeping. After his O-levels he 
started working with the Health Board, and after 
a few jobs worked for Frame Kennedy, Chartered 
Accountants. How did he ever end up working in 
acoustics then?

Going back a few years, he decided to take piano 
lessons. He was a natural, and on his 15th birthday, 
he was given an accordion and started his own 
dance band ‘The Scottish Sound’ though the name 
changed to ‘The Brite Boys’ and later to ‘Evening 
Flight’. The band became very popular.

Playing football at the same time for ‘the company’ 
(The Boys Brigade) he tore his cartilage in his knee – 
curtailing the football, although strangely, the injury 
didn’t stop him rock climbing.

John had a great love of music. He decided that 
accounting wasn’t for him and joined Bruce Miller’s 
music shop. In later years his playing expertise 
became well recognised and he was asked to play 
with the late John Huband on their LP Buttons 
and Keys. He also taught many pupils to play the 
accordion from both the family home and master 
classes in the church hall in 2008 and 2009 with 
many taking part. He played all over the country going 
as far as Bangladesh several times, playing at the 
Caledonian Society St Andrew’s Night Dinner and Ball 
and whilst there, a local orphanage and a local music 
college. He was a first-class musician, respected and 
highly regarded. Music really was his passion.

His other passion was his work! John was also 
respected as an electro-acoustic consultant and 
noise assessment engineer and was, of course, 
a member of the ISCE. He was appointed by The 
Board of Trustees for the Church of Scotland as 
their consultant for any audio system installation or 
upgrade. In the time I worked with John, I don’t think 
we passed a venue that he hadn’t had some input 
into – whether for noise assessment or installation. 
One proud moment for him was being shown  
his name in the Record of Works relating to  
Master Craftsmen regarding his installation in  
the Chapel at Stirling Castle. 

John gave his time willingly to anyone requiring help 
and this is something I will greatly miss. We met when 
he invited me to tender a job he had specified. It still 
makes me smile – we met in his office and he was 
sizing me up from the first hello. Was I a member of 
the ISCE? What did I know about induction loops?  
If P is power and I current, what is Z? I passed!  
Over the next few years and numerous jobs we 
became friends as well as colleagues, I was always 
picking his brain about something, and he always  
had the answers and such a wealth of experience, 
sharing a love of music was a good thing too.

Unfortunately John succumbed to his illness in 
January this year. I know from his family, every 
customer and friend we shared, that he will be  
greatly missed. ◆
Andy Belby TechInstSCE Media Pro
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Flare Audio used in Streetdance 2 3D

F lare Audio provided the systems used throughout 
the feature film Streetdance 2 3D.

Triwave, Quadhorn, V65, V12, CF182 and Stealth 
Array feature throughout the feature film which 
was shot during the summer of 2011. The final 
dance sequence features a large ground stack of 
6x Quadhorn Q218 and 8x Triwave i10 in high pack 
mode. During filming the systems were used as 
playback so that the dancers could really feel the 
music. Vertigo Films commented on how good the 
systems looked and sounded during the filming 
which was over a month long.

Davies Roberts TechInstSCE, CEO of Flare Audio 
comments: ‘It was a pleasure to work with  
Vertigo Films on this new UK blockbuster feature  
film that’s now just been released. The challenge  
for us was the rate at which the production 
progressed; simultaneous filming took place in 
various places in London during the height of the 
summer season which caused its own set of  
logistics issues for us. There was kit flying all  
over London to keep up with filming and we  
achieved the filming deadlines with ease.’ ◆
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B A L D W I N   B O X     L L

LEADING THE WAY TO SAFETY

TEL: +44 (0) 1892 664422
FAX: +44 (0) 1892 663146

EMAIL: MAIL@BALDWINBOXALL.CO.UK
WEB: WWW.BALDWINBOXALL.CO.UK 

NEW 

Emergency Voice 
Communication 

system now available

Radial wired

Disabled refuge

Fire telephones

Roaming telephones

www.baldwinboxall.co.uk/
CARE2-EVC-System

Blaydon Communications 
40th birthday

B ack in 1972 one of our supporting members  
began trading and we’re glad to say that  
Blaydon Communications is still going strong!  
To celebrate their 40th birthday they had a  
customer giveaway promotion and one of  
our ISCE members won! 

Michael McDougal TechInstSCE, from Protector 
Group was the lucky recipient of a brand new  
40" LED TV which was promptly ‘borrowed’  
by his son; the joys of being a parent!

Paul Dougherty MInstSCE from Blaydon 
Communications said, “We’re very proud  
and happy that we’ve continued to provide  
services for 40 years and we look forward to  
many more. The last couple of years have been  
tough but the future’s certainly looking brighter  
for us and I sincerely hope that’s the case for the 
other members. It was a privilege to present  
Michael with his TV and it was an added bonus  
that he is a fellow supporter of the ISCE.”

We wish Paul and his team all the best for  
the future. ◆

Left Paul Dougherty MInstSCE, Blaydon Communications 
Right Michael McDougal TechInstSCE, The Protector Group 



Majid Siadat said:  
“Once again, there was an 
extremely enlightening set of 
seminars, drawing on the wide 
experience of our members,  
with emerging technologies.  
The day also provided an excellent 
opportunity to catch up with the 
latest happenings in the industry, 
not to mention the good old 
down-to-earth gossip.”

Terry Baldwin presented 
certificates to our new supporting 
members; Canford Audio,  
Simcol Communications and  
Tyco Integrated Systems.  
He also presented Fellowship 
Awards to Andy Scott, David 
Tyas and John Oliver for their 
outstanding services to the ISCE.

Terry Baldwin said: “ISCEx2012 
has been the best exhibition  
yet for the Institute, and we  
are excited to announce  
the date of ISCEx2013 on 
Tuesday 5 March 2013,  
which will be the tenth  
anniversary of our exhibition.” ◆

ISCEx2012 28 February 2012 · Milton Keynes

Whe new venue for ISCEx2012  
at Jurys Inn Hotel, Milton Keynes, 
proved to be a great success,  
with 21 exhibitors and around  
150 visitors. 

Exhibitor, Ian Bridgewater of  
TOA Corporation (UK) said:  
“It was good to see ISCEx2012  
in its new, larger location with  
a good seminar program and  
a well attended show. We are 
looking forward to ISCEx2013.”

The popular seminars, which  
ran alongside the exhibition, 
covered a wide range of topics. 

Tony Barns of AK Barns Ltd, 
questioned whether modern 
technologies are always 
appropriate. Robin Whittaker,  
Out Board, considered the 
science and art behind audio 
localisation, while Eric Bevillard, 
Ateis Europe, spoke about Audio 
over IP and Martin Daley and 
Stuart McKay, Allen & Heath, 
demonstrated the future of live 
sound and controlling the mix  
‘the new way’.
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Founders Centenary
Ron Walker CompInstSCE

A lex J Walker is recognised as the founder of  
APAE (Association of Public Address Engineers)  
from which our ISCE was born. He would have  
been 100 years old on 17 June 2012.

Brought up in North East London, he went to  
his local school and then on to Walthamstowe 
Technical College. The local MP for the area  
was Winston Churchill (1924–1945).

Alex’s first job was with Dunns, the men’s outfitters, 
who had a shop in Wembley’s refurbished station.  
He then joined the Metropolitan Police ‘X’ Division  
as a special constable, rising to the rank of sergeant. 

In 1936, he started the Wembley Amateur Cine 
Club having learnt cine projection while on Police 
service, which as it later turned out, was a very useful 
move. He also joined the local Young Conservatives, 
organising events, which is the first record of him 
getting involved with PA systems.

He met a local girl, Margaret Gray, who was known as 
‘Peggy’. They married in June 1939 and moved into 
a ground floor flat in Sudbury – a short trolley bus ride 
from Wembley High Road.

With the outbreak of World War 2 in September,  
Alex became part of the local air raid warning system 
(ARP), setting up a field telephone system in his shed 
in the garden, creating many contacts in the local 
community. As part of his Police training he became 
a gas instructor, so he could instruct people in the 
event of a gas attack. In May 1940, along came me!, 
Ronald Alexander, right in the middle of the blitzes. 
Fortunately Sudbury was mainly a housing area of 
then borough of Wembley (now London Borough of 
Brent) so bombing was not that common. We had a 
steel shelter in the front room, and a brick built shelter 
in the street outside. During the early part of the war, 
Alex set up the local ARP Film Unit which visited 
schools giving ARP Wardens instructional film shows, 
which later led on to showing entertainment films. 

Alex had to stop the shows when he joined the 
army in August 1942, going north to Dalmonack 
Barracks, Bonhill, Alexandria, in the vale of Leven 
Dunbartonshire, Scotland (in an old print factory 
newly opened for Royal Artillery training) for his six 
weeks primary basic training. Even there, he was 
involved in film projection. His posting was to a  
Royal Artillery Training Regiment, No 227 in 
Blackpool, where they were housed in billets. 

In a short while Alex was into 16mm cine theatre 
fitting out the first one was at the Old Brewery in 
Ibbotson Street, with a 16mm projector on loan  
from his friends at Ovaltine, Herts and a second 
machine from the Army Kinema Service. Later, a 
35mm cinema was set up at the Methodist Hall.  
At both places they showed Army training films 
during the day, and commercial entertainment films in 
the evenings, these were charged at 3d & 6d (2.5p). 
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Alex’s official army job was a driving instructor.  
In June 1944, around the time of D-Day, the whole 
training regiment moved from Blackpool to the back 
of Rhyl, North Wales to Kinmel park Training Camp. 
In the 1960s it was a National service camp, now 
a cadet camp, still with some of the old WW2 huts. 
Again he set up cinemas, each seating 650 people. 
In August 1946, when he was released from Army 
service, he continued to show films and visiting  
other training camps, by using a mobile unit.

Back in Civvy Street, he became a travelling 
representative for Birmingham Sound Reproducers 
Ltd (BSR) of Old Hill Staffordshire. He would drive 
around the country in his Austin Big Seven saloon car 
(JMP192) seeking out public address contractors. 
This is how the APAE began to germinate. At the 
same time he started his own PA hire company, 
National Sound Reproducers (NSR), that later 
became Alex J Walker (Wembley) Ltd. By mid-1948 
there was sufficient interest in starting a trade body 
for the public address industry, there were many 
companies at the time making products for the 
industry, but there was a very buoyant second-hand 
market of ex-military equipment which depressed 
the new equipment side of the market. With lots of 
cheap used equipment, the hire market was flooded. 
Another good reason to have an effective trade 
body was that government wanted to deal with an 
independent trade body over ‘purchase tax’ the 
forerunner of VAT, but it had many rates of tax.  
The first meeting was held at the Swan hotel, 

Bedford, under the 
chairmanship of 
a local contractor 
Cecil Clarabut. 
The APAE started 
with two sections, 
manufacturers & 
traders (contractors) 
a little later a section 
for individuals was 
added that became 
professionals that much 
later became ISCE. ◆

Founder’s Charity 

Soon after the founder of APAE died in 1968 the 
then Council set up a charity to raise money from 
the industry for training young people to join the 
public address sector. Over the years the scope 
of the charity has expanded to include education. 
In 1970 the council was able to get the new 
charity known as the ‘Alex J Walker Memorial 
Fund’ registered with the charity commission as 
no. 262085. It is run by four trustees, who are 
all senior members of our industry with years of 
experience, to promote ‘training and education’. 
For the last few years the trustees have been 
very restricted to what they can do with the very 
limited funds available to them. So, as we come 
to centenary of the birth of Alex J, the trustees 
appeal to company Supporting Members of ISCE 
to make a centenary donation, and for individual 
Members to join them and sign a gift form so 
that £100 becomes £125 when the gift-aid is 
recovered from HMRC. Donations should be  
sent to: Ron Walker, Alex J Walker Memorial 
Fund, 132 High Street North, Stewkley LU7 0EP.  
Direct payments to the fund’s bank can  
also be made; please contact Ron for details 
(ron@stewk.co.uk)
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A pril showers didn’t appear to dampen the 
enthusiasm of the visitors at the two-day exhibition 
for the live entertainment industry, at the Royal 
Amouries in Leeds. 

The ISCE seminar, “Listen up” – diagnosing sound 
system problems with our ears, presented by Peter 
Mapp FInstSCE and Jon Raper MInstSCE, was 
hugely successful and attracted over 150 attendees 
– the most attendees over both days of the PLASA 
Focus Professional Development Programme. We 
thank Peter and Jon for their hard work and for 
giving the audience such an informative and practical 
listening experience.

PLASA Focus in 2013 will take place once again, at 
the Royal Armouries Museum and Saviles Hall on 
Tuesday 30 April and Wednesday 1 May 2013. ◆

T o see the latest pro audio, AV, lighting, stage 
engineering and systems integration technology for 
live concerts & tours, theatres, nightclubs, permanent 
installations and leisure attractions, you need to be at 
PLASA 2012. 

The ISCE Pavilion will, once again, have a prominent 
place in the exhibition and if you want to book a 
stand, please speak to Ros. It would be fantastic if 
you joined us.

The exhibition hosts a highly acclaimed and far 
reaching seminar and workshop programme, which 
is free to attend and the ISCE have been invited to 
present a seminar. If you have what it takes to deliver 
an interesting subject to a relevant audience, please 
get in touch with Ros. ◆ www.plasashow.com

There have been no price increases from 2011 
and ISCE Pavilion stands are eligible for a 5% 
discount on the costs below:

Space – £303 + VAT per m2

Shell scheme – £392 + VAT per m2

Shell scheme package  
(including spotlights, power socket and  
furniture as normal) £440 + VAT

Standard PLASA members get a further  
10% discount and premier PLASA members  
can benefit from a 25% discount.
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RCF TT+ supports Papal visit to Havana

When Pope Benedict XVI recently visited the Cuban 
capital of Havana, the government of Cuba chose 
RCF TT+ (Touring & Theatre) series to broadcast  
the Papal Mass.

Hundreds of thousands of Cubans from the capital 
and neighbouring provinces filled Havana’s José 
Martí Plaza de la Revolución – at 72,000 metres2  
one of the biggest squares in the world.

The system specified comprised  
64 x TTL55-A (16 elements left and right  
of main stage and two 16-hang outfills) and 
24 x TTS36-A subwoofers (12 per side).  
In addition, 27 xTT25-As were deployed  
as delays – in 12 towers (each containing 
two cabinets), and three towers with one 
cabinet in each. 

Finally eight TT25-SMA and eight  
NX12-SMA wedges provided stage 
monitoring while system control was in  
the shape of two DX 4008 4-in/8-out  
digital loudspeaker management  
devices and RDNet Control8 control  
and monitoring network.

The system designers were both extremely 
impressed with the power and intelligibility  
of the TT+ series, which registered  
106dB at the furthest point of the site  
(210 metres). In particular, they praised  
the coherent, constant coverage pattern 
and definition of the system – as well  
as its power. ◆

In conclusion, RCF product specialist, Oscar Mora, 
stated: “The coverage was such that the mass of 
Benedict XVI could be heard clearly right across 
the Square, demonstrating the intelligibility of TT+. 
Those related to the event expressed their delight 
with the system and I received many plaudits and 
congratulations afterwards.” 

Charity fund-raising 
Bernard Bibby FInstSCE

O ver that past 12 months and with members’  
help, I have been raising cash for two charities;  
the Royal British Legion and Help for Heroes.

Thanks to the generous donation of valuable 
equipment from Eric Sawkins, I have been  
able to give equipment to other fund-raising 
organisations to help with raffle prizes for their  
different charitable events.

By both direct and indirect use of the donated 
equipment, a total of £1000 has been collected  

and distributed and with members’ support,  
I intend to do a bit better in the next 12 months.

I am always pleased to receive any redundant 
equipment so, if you are having a late spring clean  
or the inevitable end of financial stock check then 
please think of me.

I know that it would be very easy just to put it all in the  
skip but before you bin anything give me a call or drop 
me an email. bernard@bibbypublishing.com ◆



This Engineering Note was prompted by  
examining a loudspeaker at a surface  
Underground station, and two previous  
experiences during consultation projects. 

So what’s it about? 
O ne of the first things I learned when I started 
working on loudspeaker drive units was that it 
matters what you put in front of them. If you don’t  
do frequency response measurements and/or 
comparative listening tests, with and without the  
front piece, you may not notice this, and it appears 
that many people are in that position. 

For some, now would be the time to develop a model 
– an equivalent electrical circuit of a drive unit with 
something in front of it, and simulate the behaviour 
over frequency using SPICE. But it appears that,  
at high audio frequencies anyway, the model would 
need to be extremely complicated. However, the  
idea of an electrical model still helps to explain in 
words what is going on. 

We start with a voltage generator, representing 
the acoustic pressure generated by the cone 
movement. This generator has a source impedance, 
and that’s where the mathematical trouble starts. 
It’s a frequency-dependent resistor in series with 
a frequency-dependent inductor. Without the 
mathematics, we can just press on, but we will  
briefly come back to that later. 

Note that this is not the electrical impedance of the 
drive unit, but the electrical equivalent of its acoustic 
output source impedance. The mathematics of a 
‘first approximation’ model is, in modern terms, not 
that hard, but it involves a rather obscure function, 
the Struve function, which neither Excel nor Mathcad 
understand. However, the maths web resource 
Wolfram does, and one can teach it to Mathcad, so 
you can have a pretty picture of the resistance and 
reactance as functions of frequency, assuming that 
the cone behaves as a rigid piston, which it had better 
not, because it would become excessively directional 
at high frequencies. Instead, benign cone ‘break-up’ 
in a practical drive unit makes the effective diameter 
shrink as the frequency increases, thus complicating 
the mathematics even more. 
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Engineering Note 32.1

Don’t put a sock in it! 
or: Impairment of loudspeaker performance due to acoustic impedance added at the sound exit 

John Woodgate HonFInstSCE
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Frequency x 2πa/c
a is the radius of the cone and c is the speed of sound

Figure 1  
Radiation 
resistance and  
air-load reactance 
on a rigid piston 



The acoustic pressure produces a volume velocity 
in the air, which is the sound wave. Volume velocity 
looks very unfamiliar, but not when you realise that it 
is how the flow rate through a pipe or over a waterfall 
is expressed - so many litres per second or cubic 
kilometres per year. The only difference is that while 
flow through pipes is normally ‘DC’ (unless you have 
water hammer or a hydraulic ram), the acoustic 
volume velocity is very definitely AC. 

Resistance (red) and reactance (blue) as fractions  
of the impedance of the air ‘seen’ by the piston 

Sock effect 

If there is nothing in front of the drive unit, the volume 
velocity of the sound wave causes it to spread out 
as a spherical wavefront into the room. But what 
happens if there is something, often called a grille, 
in the way? The air trapped between the cone 
and the ‘something’ acts as a spring - an acoustic 
compliance, just like the air trapped behind the drive 
unit in an enclosure. The grille is usually a fabric or 
a metal sheet with holes in it, or maybe a sandwich 
of both. Whatever it is, it represents an acoustic 
resistance (easy to see that - try blowing through it!) 
in series with an acoustic mass (not so easy to see!). 
It can be shown, as they say when the maths is too 
difficult, that a hole in a sheet of rigid material does 
act as a mass, and, counter-intuitively, the smaller the 
hole, the greater the mass. However, in the thickness 
dimension, intuition works; the thicker the sheet, the 
greater the mass. 

Note that you may have met this ‘long, narrow tube 
has a high acoustic mass’ before, in the design of 
ports for vented enclosures. 

So we get a series circuit; generator, source 
impedance consisting of frequency dependent 
resistance and inductance in series, compliance 
represented by a capacitor and the acoustic mass/
resistance layer represented by an inductor and a 
resistor in series. What we have is a series-tuned 
circuit, but we have resistive losses as well, so we 
may not be able to see any resonant behaviour. In 
any case, the resonance frequency may be outside 
the audio frequency range. If there is any resonant 
behaviour, it would show up as a peaked increase in 
volume velocity over a restricted frequency range. 

You may ask where the sound comes from in that 
circuit. It ‘comes’ from the source resistance, which 
may alternatively be called the radiation resistance, 
rather like the light comes from an LED. The sound 
power emitted is equal to the resistance multiplied by 
the square of the volume velocity, and it is the latter 
that is reduced by the presence of the grille in front  
of the cone. 

What actually happens? 

If the added acoustic resistance is high enough at 
low frequencies, its effect shows up in the impedance 
curve, lowering and broadening the peak at the 
bass resonance frequency. The reactive elements 
may also shift the frequency, usually upwards but in 
some cases, slightly downwards. The same effect 
may modify impedance peaks caused by crossover 
networks and the resonances of mid-range and 
tweeter drive units. Over most of the frequency range, 
however, the added acoustic impedance has no 
perceptible effect on the electrical impedance. This 
is actually another way of saying that the conversion 
efficiency from electrical input power to acoustical 
output power is very low! 

But the added impedance does affect the frequency 
response. If the bass resonance is damped, the 
response around that frequency is reduced. The 
mass/resistance impedance usually has more effect 
at high frequencies, producing a roll-off from possibly 
as low as 1 kHz. This is, after all, what you would 
expect from adding a lossy inductor in a series circuit. 

Digital rules (the digit being the thumb) 

Fabrics 

Anything ‘woolly’ or ‘fuzzy’ is likely to be bad news. 
Hard threads with an open weave are a good sign. 
Traditional fabrics are ‘Tygan’ and Vynair’. See http://
www.vintage-radio.com/trg/ The ‘Tygan’ offered 
is called ‘reproduction’, so it may not be exactly as 
the original. ‘Vynair’ came in two ranges, and range 
2 was much cheaper and much worse. Another 
material, not usually meant to be seen, is scrim.  
This comes in a huge number of varieties, but the 
‘hard threads, open wave’ principle still applies. ‣
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Expanded and perforated metal 

Expanded is usually better than perforated, but there 
are ‘expanded’ products that have microscopic 
holes, and they are thus very unsuited. In principle, 
the diameter of the holes must be greater than the 
thickness of the material in order to minimise acoustic 
mass, but this does not apply to highly-expanded 
material, where the metal ‘ribs’ are actually nearly 
parallel to the sound path. 

Moulded plastic 

There are so many possible configurations that even 
a rule of thumb is difficult. However, the rules for 
perforated materials provide a guide. For perforated 
mouldings, the holes should not be less than 3 mm  
in diameter, and slots, regardless of length, should 
not be less than 3 mm wide. The worst designs  
have narrow zig-zag paths through the thickness  
of the material. 

Splash-resistant 

It isn’t widely recognised that the drive unit cone can 
be protected from splashes by means of a ‘slack 
membrane’. Peter Walker (the one of QUAD fame) 
used to demonstrate the acoustic transparency 
of such a membrane. The material needs to be as 
thin and light as possible, while having adequate 
mechanical strength. Film from Tesco ‘free’ vegetable 
bags (one layer) is suitable for small drive units! The 
membrane needs to have space to move back and 
forth: 3 mm clearance each side is usually adequate 
for drive units up to 200 mm and speech signals. 
Large woofers and sub-woofers obviously need more 
clearance. Don’t try to make an airtight seal as that 
would result in inflation and deflation in sympathy 
with atmospheric pressure changes. If you really 
want a tight seal, pierce an ‘anti-aneroid’ hole in the 
membrane with a pin. The hole has a huge acoustic 
mass (remember?), but passes ‘DC’ (bulk air flow) 
quite well. 

 Examples 

The drive unit was a modest 125 mm unit with a main 
resonance at 160 Hz, typical of this size and type of 
drive unit. It was mounted in a stout closed cabinet 
280 mm by 220 mm by 560 mm high. The various 
grilles were tightly fixed in place by a rigid clamping 
ring, leaving the whole cone plan area unobstructed 
except by the grille material. 

The electrical impedance curves were measured with 
a quasi-constant current drive (1000 Ω source) so are 
quite accurate. The reference frequency response 
was measured at 1 m in an ordinary room, so is not 
accurate but the difference effects shown are real.

The materials used were: 

1 black fabric with hard threads and  
a fairly open weave 

2 brown scrim with hard threads and  
holes about 1 mm square

3 white textured fabric with soft threads and  
fairly dense weave

4 expanded metal with high expansion factor  
and holes approximately 4 mm by 2 mm

5 perforated metal 0.3 mm thick with  
holes approximately 1.2 mm diameter

6 polyurethane foam approximately 10 mm thick.

DISCLAIMER 
Care is taken to determine that ‘Engineering Notes’ do not refer 
to any copyrighted or patented circuit or technique, but ISCE 
can accept no responsibility in this connection. Users of the 
information in an ‘Engineering Note’ must satisfy themselves 
that they do not infringe any Intellectual Property Rights.
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No grille  
(reference) 

No grille (reference)  
The dip around 1.5 kHz is due to  
reflection from the cabinet back 

Expanded metal  
almost no effect 

Expanded metal  
Not much effect 

White fabric  
reduces and broadens peak a lot 

White fabric  
Typical ‘sock’ effects at low and  
high frequencies 

Black fabric  
reduces and broadens peak 

Black fabric  
Large but narrow peaks and  
dips are not very audible 

Perforated metal  
almost no effect 

Perforated metal  
Not much effect 

Polyurethane foam  
greatly reduces and broadens peak and 
increases frequency 

Polyurethane foam  
Large losses at low and high frequencies 

Brown fabric  
almost no effect 

Brown fabric  
Not much effect 

Slack membrane  
almost no effect 

Slack membrane  
Large but narrow peaks and  
dips are not very audible 

PU foam and perforated metal  
almost eliminates peak and increases 
frequency a lot 

PU foam and perforated metal  
Even larger unwanted effects 

Impedance curves 
All ‘decibel’ scales are relative. I do not like expressing impedance ratios in ‘decibels’,  
because there is a philosophical difficulty. In this case, 10 dB represents a ratio of 3.162. 

Frequency response differences 
All decibel scales are relative 

 ◆
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New Members  
June 2012
Upgrade to Fellow
Andy Scott
Signet (AC) Ltd
David Tyas
Nebula Audio Ltd
John Oliver
AMS Ltd

Member
Phil Huffer
Acoustics Plus Ltd
Jason Williams
Brähler ICS (UK) Ltd
Louise Swallow
Signet (AC) Ltd

Upgrade to Member
Paul Dougherty
Blaydon Communications Ltd
Simon Hurditch
Simcol Communications Ltd

Affiliate Member
Sid Makinson
Romers Electronics Ltd

Senior Technician
Graham Reid
Claud Hamilton Electrical Services

Technician
Gurdev Bhambra
Bosch Security Systems

Graduate
Mohamed Fadlalla
Oxford Brookes University

Note to the Editor
Harold Smart FInstSCE 

T hank you for some great articles in your  
February magazine.

I was delighted to read your feature on  
Action for Hearing Loss. At last a well-known  
body has recognised the Institute for what it is.  
Roll on recognition by other important bodies.

The item by Tony Barnes was of interest as I help 
maintain an automaton run by the Lord Mayor and 
the Rotary club of Coventry in the permanent market 
for their charitable funds. The music source, a CD 
player, has finally broken down and this device will  
be the ideal replacement.

The item on the invention of the 13-amp system was 
fascinating. As one who was apprenticed in 1949  
I now appreciate why there were so many difference 
sockets around in those days. I also see why the 
theatre lighting boys have stuck to the old round  
pin plugs and socket for their lanterns so that there 
can be no confusion. 

Tony Walker’s retirement caused me some 
amusement, as I know this is not the first time  
he has done this. I wonder, Tony, how long you  
will keep it up this time!

Finally John’s article was of interest about humidity 
and temperature. I experienced the first when 
providing the sound for the Pope’s visit to Ireland in 
1979. As it was such an important occasion, I had 
asked for a meteorological report from Shannon 
Airport. That morning, it was quite cold but as the 
temperature started to rise and the moisture in the 
air reduced, I noticed that tails started to be present 
on the speech. The time was just short of 11am as 
predicted on the forecast. A little backing off to the 
faders put things right. Another time I was providing 
sound for a car rally in the centre of Coventry on 
a very hot June day. The car parks here form vast 
sheets of concrete over the central shopping area. 
When I went to check coverage I couldn’t detect any 
sound whatsoever from my speakers. I eventually 
had to point them sharply down at the concrete and 
the heat radiating from the floor carried the sound 
upwards to where it was wanted.

So, thank you again Editor for a very interesting  
read. ◆

If you have any strange or funny snippets to add to this column, 
we would love to include them in future issues of the magazine.

Can you believe it?
Dry Day dampens Terry’s high spirits

Inconvenience…? More like a national disaster
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Mr T George-Tolonen

SigNET (AC) Ltd, Tyne &Wear
www.signet-ac.co.uk
Mr A Scott FInstSCE

Simpson Sound & Vision Ltd, 
Warwickshire
www.simpsonsoundandvision.com
Mr D Simpson MInstSCE

Solent Sound Systems Ltd, Southampton
www.solentsound.com
Mr R Gatehouse MInstSCE

Sound Directions Ltd, London
www.sounddirections.co.uk
Mr S Boivin-Champeaux

Sound Productions, Dublin
www.soundproductions.ie
Mr D McGlynn MInstSCE

TOA Corporation (UK) Ltd, Surbiton
www.toa.co.uk
Mr B Downing

Tyco Integrated Systems, Cambridge
www.tycoint.com
Mr K Blackwell

Vaughan Sound Installations Ltd
www.paigroup.com
Mr R Vaughan MInstSCE
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www.rcf.it

- SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
  EASY WITH DEDICATED REMOTE CONTROL 

 
- APPLICATION

  PERFECT SOLUTION FOR ALL ACOUSTICAL CHALLENGES

DIGITALLY STEERABLE 
SPEAKERS

WITH FULL CONTROL

- 20 SPEAKERS  3.5” FULL-RANGE
- 20 x 50W CLASS D AMPLIFIERS       
  DRIVEN BY DSP HIGH CAPACITY POWER SUPPLY

- 12 SPEAKERS 3.5” FULL-RANGE
- 12 x 50W CLASS D AMPLIFIERS
   DRIVEN BY DSP HIGH CAPACITY POWER SUPPLY

- 8 SPEAKERS 3.5” FULL-RANGE
- 8 x 50W CLASS D AMPLIFIERS
  DRIVEN BY DSP HIGH CAPACITY POWER SUPPLY

VSA 2050

VSA 1250

VSA 850


